On the occurrence of nucleosome phasing in chromatin.
We have found that DNAase I digestion of yeast, HeLa and chicken erythrocyte nuclei produces a pattern of DNA fragments spaced 10 bases apart and extending to at least 300 bases. This "extended ladder" of DNA fragments is most clearly seen with yeast, and least clearly with chicken erythrocytes. The appearance of regular and discrete bands at sizes much larger than the repeat size shows that the core particles (140 bp of DNA + H2A, H2B, H3 H4) in at least some fraction of chromatin are spaced in a particular fashion, by discrete lengths of spacer DNA, and not randomly. Based on the abundance of small repeats in yeast and from experiments with nucleosome oligomers, we conclude that the extended ladder and nucleosomal phasing probably arise mainly from regions in the chromatin in which nucleosome cores are closely packed or closely spaced (140-160 bp X n). Contributions from less closely packed but still accurately phased nucleosomes, however, cannot be entirely excluded.